Structure-Activity Relationships of Alkylpyrazine Analogs and Fear-Associated Behaviors in Mice.
Our previous studies identified alkyl pyrazine analogs in wolf urine that act as novel kairomones and induce a series of fear-associated behaviors in mice. A mixture of these alkyl pyrazines also effectively suppressed the approach of deer to a feeding area, and animals that did approach the marked area exhibited fear-associated behaviors. To investigate structure-activity relationships of alkyl pyrazines, four fear-associated behaviors - freezing, locomotion activity, odor investigation, and avoidance - were measured in experiments on female C57BL/6 J mice. Of the 17 compounds tested, 2,3-diethylpyrazine, 3-ethyl-2,5-dimethylpyrazine, and 3-ethyl-2,5-dimethylpyrazine induced all four fear-associated behaviors. 2,3,5-Trimethylpyrazine also induced three of the fear-associated behaviors, but did not decrease locomotion. Multivalent analysis of behaviors clearly demonstrated that these four compounds formed an independent cluster and were the most active. Structure-activity relationships revealed that active alkyl pyrazines inducing all four fear-associated behaviors had methyl or ethyl group(s), but not longer carbon chains, and alkyl side chains consisting of four carbon atoms in total were present in the most potent analogs. This study is the first experimental investigation of structure-activity relationships between alkyl pyrazine analogs and fear-associated behaviors in mice.